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CL4954 
A truly unique wall  
clock with character
The layered design of this clock 
offers a distinct look of quality and 
depth. Die cut numbers on the raised 
surface add to the charm. A perfect 
complement to any decor, this clock 
stands the test of time.

GP6969 
Packaging is everything
Thanks to the generous room for 
plenty of flavours, there will likely 
be much more than “two for tea.” 
Offering tea out of such an elegant 
box is a genu ne treat and makes 
the rec pient feel truly spoiled.  
In this case, packag ng is indeed 
everything. The tastefully appo nted 
g ft box is a perfect home for any 
favourite blend.

CO7019 
Functional and fashionable
This set of four coasters works well  
on any table or desk, and in any  
setting. Beyond the r pleas ng look,  
the coasters are also a perfect  
combination of two wonderful eco 
materials – bamboo and cork. When  
g fts make sense, they are appreciated 
and used. These coasters will always  
be on display and/or offer protection  
to your table or desk.

KP6930 
Genuine natural appeal
This serv ng set comes complete 
with three practical utensils. Use 
the st rring spoon, spatula, or spoon 
when cooking or serv ng. The tray 
doubles as a stylish resting place for 
the tools as well as a serv ng vehicle 
for delicious delights. This gift set has 
a genuine natural appeal.

G7065 
The perfect fit
Stand out from any crowd, especially  
on the golf course, with this eco  
divot tool and marker set. No matter 
the handicap, the divot tool and  
marker will be a perfect fit n any  
hand, pocket, or go f bag.  
Also available as part of a golf kit  
(GP7066).

BQ6931 
Outstanding presentation
Cook and entertain n grand style 
with the help of this luxurious  
BBQ tool set. Wonderfully packaged 
n an upscale bamboo case, this  
set combines quality tools with  
outstanding presentation to  
exceed the highest perceived values. 
A definite attraction, this set is 
guaranteed to be the talk of every 
backyard-grill ng affair.

KP7079 
Versatile packaging  
with an upscale finish
Whether for fun or freshness, this 
handsome sealed container holds 
its own. Open or wrapped food 
products are safely stored nside 
thanks to the BPA free (and FDA 
approved) liner. Peace of m nd and 
easy to clean.

There’s recorded history of bamboo being used as 
long as 7,000 years ago. It is one of the fasted growing 
plants in the world. In fact, it can grow up to 60 cm/24 
inches in one day. Bamboo is a fascinating material due 
to its incredible strength and regenerative properties. 

A pole of bamboo can regenerate to its full mass in just 
six months. It can be continuously re-harvested every 
three to seven years without causing damage to the 
plant system and the re-harvesting actually improves 

the overall health of the plant. Its surrounding  
environment is not harmed because its root system 

stays intact so erosion is prevented. Bamboo has very 
quickly emerged as an extremely viable alternative to 

all sorts of non-renewable products.

Beyond the appeal, charm, and natural beauty, bamboo 
is strong, clean, and incredibly useful.  At present,  
Debco offers over 30 products that have bamboo 
incorporated into their product design. From small 

to large, simple to complex, inexpensive to premium, 
Debco has a bamboo product to suit every budget and 
application. Whether entertaining, working hard at the 

office or home, or enjoying a well-deserved treat,  
bamboo can offer anyone a smart product solution.  

Renewable, anti-bacterial, resilient, reliable, and  
moisture-resistant are just a few of the many  

properties of this naturally wonderful material.

KP4747 
Tremendous  
perceived value
This cheese board feels, looks, and 
works fantastic. Essentially, the KP4747 
is a portable butcher’s block that 
brings to mind previous generations of 
exceptional quality. Without question, 
it’s a gift that is greatly appreciated by 
every rec pient.
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